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Goldman Sachs asks 2nd Circuit to reconsider class certification in CDO case

(Reuters) - Goldman Sachs, facing a securities class action over allegedly false assurances that it puts client interests first, asked
the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals this week to reconsider its split April 7 decision (955 F.3d 254) upholding certification
of the shareholder class, arguing that the 2nd Circuit has defied the U.S. Supreme Court's 2014 decision in Halliburton v. Erica
P. John Fund (573 U.S. 258) and has effectively precluded securities defendants from defeating class certification.

"If the majority's decision stands, Halliburton II is a dead letter in this circuit," wrote the bank's lawyers at Sullivan & Cromwell.
The bank's petition for rehearing by the three-judge panel that decided the case or rehearing en banc contends that the panel
majority erred by refusing to consider whether Goldman Sachs' generic statements about business integrity actually impacted
the price of its shares.

Shareholder counsel Thomas Goldstein of Goldstein & Russell was not immediately available for comment.

The securities class action dates all the way back to 2010, when Goldman Sachs reached a $550 million settlement with the
Securities and Exchange Commission to resolve claims that it duped investors in a complex, collateralized debt obligation by
failing to disclose that the hedge fund Paulson & Co. was involved in structuring the CDO - yet simultaneously bet on its failure.
The bank's shareholders, eventually led by the Arkansas Teachers Retirement System, alleged that the Paulson deal exposed
the falsity of Goldman Sachs' statements about avoiding conflicts of interest and putting its clients' interests first. Plaintiffs
asserted that they lost more than $10 billion when the bank's alleged misrepresentations came to light.

Goldman has long maintained that its generic statements were not actionable under 2nd Circuit precedent. It also contends that
shareholders cannot show those statements inflated the bank's share price. At the 2nd Circuit, the bank argued that its expert
evidence showed that the bank's share price fell because of the revelation of government investigations of the controversial
CDO, not because investors realized they were deceived by the bank's non-specific assurances about avoiding conflicts. Under
the Supreme Court's Halliburton ruling, Goldman said, that evidence rebutted the presumption that Goldman Sachs investors
relied on the bank's alleged misstatements so the class could not be certified.

Judges Richard Wesley and Denny Chin said in the 2nd Circuit opinion that the trial judge in the Goldman case, U.S.
District Judge Paul Crotty of Manhattan, fairly weighed the evidence when he concluded that the bank failed to establish by
a preponderance of evidence that investors are not entitled to the presumption of reliance. "Goldman's burden is to show that
the market would not have reacted had Goldman told the truth about its alleged failure to manage its conflicts," Judge Wesley
wrote in the court's opinion. "It is difficult to imagine that Goldman's shareholders would have been indifferent had Goldman
disclosed its alleged failure to prevent employees from illegally advising clients to buy into CDOs that were built to fail by a
hedge fund secretly shorting the investors' positions."

In a dissent, Judge Richard Sullivan said the majority had turned the presumption of reliance "on its head." The bank, he said,
had offered "persuasive and undisputed evidence" that its share price was unaffected by 36 news reports about its alleged
conflict in the CDO deal. (Goldman's evidence indicated that its share price fell on news of the government investigation.)
Judge Sullivan said it seemed obvious to him that revelations of Paulson's involvement in the CDO did not affect Goldman's
share price because "no reasonable investor would have attached any significance to the generic statements on which plaintiffs'
claims are based."
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The 2nd Circuit is exceedingly stingy about granting rehearings, as Sullivan & Cromwell acknowledged in the Goldman Sachs
petition. But it said this is a "rare case" that warrants addition review "because the panel majority's decision directly 'conflicts
with' Halliburton II and presents 'questions of exceptional importance' affecting the certification of securities class actions in
this circuit."

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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